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Abstract: We present a system which uses a single spatial light modulator
to control the spin angular momentum of multiple optical traps. These traps
may be independently controlled both in terms of spatial location and in
terms of their spin angular momentum content. The system relies on a
spatial light modulator used in a “split-screen” configuration to generate
beams of orthogonal polarisation states which are subsequently combined at
a polarising beam splitter. Defining the phase difference between the beams
with the spatial light modulator enables control of the polarisation state of
the light. We demonstrate the functionality of the system by controlling the
rotation and orientation of birefringent vaterite crystals within holographic
optical tweezers.
© 2008 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Recent years have seen the growth in the development and use of optical tweezers as a means
of manipulating micron sized objects [1]. This interaction has allowed research into a diverse
range of subject matter including rheology, microbiology, microfluidics, and colloidal systems
[2, 3, 4, 5]. These systems utilize the trapping force created when light is incident on a high
refractive index particle in a lower refractive index medium. 3D trapping however requires high
numerical aperture objectives to produce strongly focused trapping beams.
Multiple optical traps can be produced in many ways including scanning mirrors [6] and
acousto-optic modulators [7]. Both of these methods are time sharing techniques where a single
optical trap is rapidly scanned to multiple locations in a 2D plane. A complimentary method
to these is to generate multiple optical beams through diffractive optics [8], a technique named
holographic optical tweezers. Often, a spatial light modulator (SLM) displaying a computer
generated hologram is used to modify the phase and/or intensity of an incident light beam
[9, 10]. This allows independent position control of multiple optical traps such that complex
3D structures can be manipulated in real-time [11, 12, 13].
Since the first demonstration of the controlled rotation of an optically trapped object [14], a
number of different techniques to induce rotation have been investigated. To induce rotation,
one must transfer angular momentum to the trapped object. This can be achieved in a number of
ways, either rotating a structured intensity pattern in the trapping plane (for example, rotating
a fixed aperture in the optical train[15] or using a rotating interference pattern[16]) or using a
spatial light modulator to produce traps revolving around each other [17], The trapping beam
properties can also be used to transfer angular momentum to the object. The spin angular mo-
mentum content of an optical beam is determined by the polarisation state of the light whereas
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the orbital angular momentum content of the light is governed by the phase structure. A left,
or right handed circularly polarised beam contains ±  h of angular momentum per photon and a
beam with an exp(i!φ) phase structure contains !  h of angular momentum per photon [18, 19].
Either, or both of these forms of angular momentum can be transferred to appropriately trapped
objects [20, 21].
It is possible to generate multiple optical traps and control the orbital angular momentum of
the individual traps by use of holographic optical tweezers with an appropriately designed holo-
gram [22, 23]. It is also possible to generate multiple optical traps with spin angular momentum
with the use of polarising beam splitters [4] but controlling the polarisation state of each trap
independently has not hitherto been achieved. Here we report a system whereby a single spatial
light modulator used in a “split-screen” configuration can generate and control the spin angular
momentum content of multiple optical traps.
2. Polarisation control of multiple optical traps
The electric field corresponding to the trapping light can be written as a vector field where
the total field is the sum of the orthogonal components. It is useful to use the Jones vector
convention to represent different polarisation states,
E=
[ Exeiφx
Eyeiφy
]
= eiφx
[ Ex
Eyeiδ
]
. (1)
One can see here that controlling the phase difference between the two components δ , de-
termines the polarisation state of the outgoing light. As stated before, δ can be controlled by
an appropriately adjusted quarter-wave plate and in our experiment, we choose to control the
phase difference with a spatial light modulator.
A spatial light modulator is a computer controlled diffractive optical element which can
be used to control the phase Φ(x, y), and amplitude A(x, y), of light [24]. It can be used to
simulate simple optical components such as lens, prisms and gratings and for more complex
operations such as generating multiple beams. The simplest algorithm to calculate holograms
which generate multiple beams relies on the complex addition of the individual beams that are
desired. If the complex field distributions of the beams are known, E n(x, y) = A(x, y)eiΦ(x, y),
the phase of the hologram that is required is given by [9],
φ(x, y) = arg
(
N
∑
n=1
En(x, y)
)
. (2)
The resultant hologram is a superposition of orthogonally orientated diffraction gratings
combined with Fresnel lenses. We call this algorithm gratings and lenses [9]. In addition, the
phase of the reflected light can be controlled by multiplying the hologram by a constant phase
factor exp(iδ ). This technique for controlling the phase of the reflected light was used by, Mau-
rer et. al. [10] who used a spatial light modulator in a “split-screen” configuration to generate a
number of different vector beams. The two halves of the spatial light modulator were indepen-
dently controlled to generate beams of orthogonal polarisations that were subsequently com-
bined but with a well defined phase difference δ between them. Adjusting the phase difference
between the beams allowed them to control the polarisation state of the resulting superposition.
In our experiment, we generate multiple optical traps with independent polarisation control
through a combination of a gratings and lenses algorithm [9] and the use of the split screen
SLM, see Fig. 1. As has been stated, by using two holograms with an overall phase difference
of pi /2 we can create a circularly polarised output, where as with 0 phase difference the output
will be linearly polarised light. Since multiple traps may be produced by combining differing
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the holograms used to generate beams with independent polarisa-
tion control. To produce a single, linearly polarised trap the phase difference between the
two holograms on the SLM is 0. To produce a single, circularly polarised trap the phase
difference between the two holograms on the SLM is pi/2.
gratings if we adjust the phase difference between the individual gratings on each side of the
SLM we can then control the polarisation of individual traps independently.
3. Experiment
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. A 532nm laser (Laser Quantum, Opus) was passed
through a λ /2 wave plate so that the polarisation state of the light was matched to the orientation
of the liquid crystal in the spatial light modulator (Holoeye, LCR 3000). The beam was then
magnified and collimated via a telescope and split into two beams on passing through a non-
polarising beam splitter. Each resulting beam was then incident onto one half of the wide screen
spatial light modulator. The polarisation state of each reflected beam was then rotated to so
that they could be combined on a polarising beam splitter with orthogonal polarisation. The
composite beam was passed to a conventional optical tweezers setup. The tweezers system uses
a beam steering mirror, 160mm focusing lenses and an infinity corrected microscope objective
(Zeiss, 100x 1.3 NA). A slide sample was illuminated by a standard halogen lamp and imaged
onto a CMOS camera (Prosilica, EC1280). A dichroic mirror was used to separate laser light
from the illumination light.
The software and hardware interfacing was implemented in the LabVIEW programming
environment. Mouse actions were used to define the coordinate system and the polarisation
state of the optical traps. The holograms for the SLM that corresponded to these traps positions
were generated using the algorithm first reported by Liesener [9], see Eq. 2. The 8 bit grayscale
images that were produced were displayed via an extended desktop directly onto the SLM
where they where converted into phase holograms.
To calibrate the system, a single birefringent vaterite crystal [25] of a few microns in diameter
was trapped in the first diffraction order of the SLM. The crystal will rotate about the optical
axis if the trapping light is circularly or elliptically polarised and align itself with the axis of
polarisation if the state is linear. It should be noted at this point that each half of the SLM
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Fig. 2. Experimental set up showing the addition of kinoforms of different gratings to pro-
duce variously polarised diffraction orders.
contributes equally to the power in this optical trap. The polarisation state of this trapping beam
is therefore defined by the phase difference δ between the beams origination from each side
of the SLM. The phase difference between each of these beams was controlled by adding a
constant phase offset to one half of the SLM. This was adjusted until the polarisation state was
linear and the vaterite crystal did not rotate and was aligned to this axis. From this point, adding
a constant phase of δ = pi/2,3pi/2, or pi to one half of the SLM allowed us to generate either a
circular polarisation state or an orthogonal linear state.
4. Results
To illustrate the functionality and some of the potential applications of our holographic polar-
isation control we report the controlled manipulation, orientation and rotation of birefringent
micro-particles. These particles are single crystals of vaterite, which exhibit a variety of sizes,
shapes and birefringence which is highly dependent upon each individual crystal.
When circularly polarised light is incident upon a particle of arbitrary birefringence and ori-
entation, the light transmitted will, in general, no longer be circularly polarised. Consequently,
irrespective of the particle the torque will be in the same direction. Hence the direction of rota-
tion is therefore determined only by the handedness of the incident circular polarisation.
When illuminated by linearly polarised light, the transmitted polarisation and hence angu-
lar momentum exchange depends upon both the thickness and orientation of the particle. The
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Fig. 3. (a) Image sequence of two birefringent vaterite crystals independently rotated in a
holographic optical tweezers. Showing the current polarisation state of the incident light
and the translation of the optical traps. (Media 1) 1.2MB (b) Change in particle orientation
due to change in polarisation state. (Media 2) 325KB
resulting torque varies in both magnitude and sign such that the particle will always rotate to
a stable position aligned to the polarisation direction. Consequently, it is both possible to con-
tinuously spin or rotate the particle to a specific orientation by illumination with circularly or
linearly polarised light respectively. Because our holographic technique allows both the position
and polarisation of the multiple traps to be set independently of each other it has significantly
greater flexibility than any system yet reported. We demonstrate the technique for 2 particles
as is shown though we believe the technique is extendable to higher numbers based on our
preliminary results. This would of course be dependant on laser power, the trap spacing which
is limited by the number of pixels on the halved SLM as well as on the quality and number of
vaterite particles produced.
Figure 3(a) shows an image sequence illustrating the changing position and rotational sense
of two vaterite particles being controlled with the system. At various times in the image se-
quence each of the particles is set into either clockwise or anticlockwise rotation, by trapping
with circularly polarised light, or fixed in orientation by linearly polarised light. Figure 3(b)
shows a trapped particle being finely rotated. This is done by changing the polarisation direc-
tion of the light.
5. Discussion and conclusions
We have demonstrated the system by independently controlling the rotation and orientation of
multiple birefringent vaterite crystals in water. We were able to create multiple traps and dy-
namically control the position and spin angular momentum content of individual traps. Multiple
vaterite particles could be trapped, moved and rotated. The speed of rotation was dependent on
the power of the incident beam, however we were regularly able to reach rotation speeds of
>30 Hz. The system is particularly useful in the generation of complex flow patterns where the
ability to control the spin of multiple particles may prove useful in fields ranging from micro-
fuidics to cell biology as well as microrheology where spinning micro-particles are useful as
local probes [26].
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